5 Year Comprehensive Plan Update:
An Addendum to the 2015 Comprehensive Plan (Adopted in 2017)

City of Lewes, Delaware
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A. Introduction
1. How to Use this Document
Generally, this document follows the same format as the City of Lewes 2015
Comprehensive Plan. As such, the Comprehensive Plan update/review process is
described first, followed by feedback received from the Public Workshop and online
survey which served as this document’s form of public participation. These sections are
followed by an update to the Community Profile that establishes new demographic and
household figures based on the 2020 Census.
The five Policy Areas that are being reviewed with this update are each described in
their own section. Each Policy Area includes a Policy Statement that was established in
the 2015 Comprehensive Plan. Some Policy Areas also include a Position Statement
(established in the 2015 Comprehensive Plan) that adds further detail to the City’s
stance. Brackets [xx] have been used to denote when words have been added to a
2015 Policy Statement to clarify or add additional information. Policy statements are
followed by “Considerations for 2022 Update”, a narrative that describes what changes,
progress, common themes, or issues have arisen over the past five years since the
adoption of the 2015 Comprehensive Plan. Each Policy Area then culminates with a list
of new recommendations that were approved by Lewes Planning Commission and City
Council for consideration over the next five years.
This document is not intended to replace the City of Lewes 2015 Comprehensive Plan,
but instead to supplement it and provide updates based on what has changed in the
City over the past five years. Its purpose is to provide a five-year review and potential
update to the current Comprehensive Plan in order to address certain topics which have
arisen since the last plan was written. It will not replace any sections of the 2015 Plan,
and the Future Land Use map will not be updated through this process.
The City of Lewes 2015 Comprehensive Plan can be accessed online:
https://www.ci.lewes.de.us/DocumentCenter/View/1285/2015-Comprehensive-PlanPDF?bidId=.

2. Plan Update Process
In November 2021, the Lewes Mayor and City Council and Lewes Planning
Commission (LPC) met to discuss the need for a five-year review and the scope of said
review. Through a structured discussion five Policy Areas of the 2015 Plan were scoped
out to be reviewed: utilities, historical and cultural resources, environmental resources,
housing, and annexation. After bids were solicited and a consultant firm chosen, on
March 11, 2022 representatives of the selected consultant Rossi Group met with the
City of Lewes to kick-off the City of Lewes 5 Year Comprehensive Plan Update. The
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project team reviewed the schedule, City priorities and methods for public engagement.
On March 15, 2022, Rossi Group presented to the Lewes Planning Commission the
goals of the process, schedule, and how the Lewes Planning Commission will be
involved. On March 25, 2022 Rossi Group met with the Lewes Planning Commission’s
Chair and Vice-Chair to further discuss public engagement methods, the Lewes
Planning Commission’s priorities for feedback, and special projects or topics of interest
within the City.
On March 29, 2022 Rossi Group met with the Board of Public Works at the request of
the City and Planning Commission to discuss priorities and updated utility service area
and usage data for the Comprehensive Plan.
In early April 2022 the City began advertising for a Public Workshop to obtain public
input. A Public Workshop was held on April 26, 2022 from 4:30 pm – 7:30 pm at the
Margaret H. Rollins Community Center. Simultaneously an online survey was launched
to encourage individuals to share their feedback online. The Public Workshop presented
the City’s policies as established in the 2015 Comprehensive Plan and asked for
feedback on specific recommendations to help further each policy. The public workshop
and online survey results are summarized in the Public Outreach section of this
document. All comments received are included in Appendix A – Public Outreach
comments. Results from the workshop were also shared via the City’s website
(https://www.ci.lewes.de.us/361/Comprehensive-Plan---5-yr-Update).
Rossi Group worked with Lewes Planning Commission leadership and City staff to
refine the list of concept recommendations in consideration of the public workshop and
survey feedback received. Feedback and recommendations were presented to the
Lewes Planning Commission on May 16, 2022, June 15, 2022, and July 20, 2022 and
the Mayor and City Council on June 29, 2022 for review and approval.
Based on the approved recommendations, a draft of the Comprehensive Plan
Addendum was prepared and shared with the Lewes Planning Commission on July 27,
2022 and a subsequent review workshop was held on August 1, 2022.
(Placeholder for Mayor and City Council adoption and state approval)
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B. Public Outreach
On Tuesday, April 26, 2022 the City of Lewes, the Lewes Planning Commission and the
City’s consultant Rossi Group hosted a Public Workshop at the Margaret Rollins
Community Center, 101 Adams Avenue in Lewes. The purpose of the public workshop
was to solicit feedback on concept recommendations for five of the Policy Areas
identified in the 2015 Comprehensive Plan under review. Notice (21 days in advance) of
the public workshop was posted to the City of Lewes website and each resident of
Lewes was sent a mailer inviting them to attend the public workshop. Based on sign-in
sheets that were posted by the entrance, 76 individuals participated at the in-person
portion of the workshop. Additionally, an on-line survey, open to receive comments from
April 26 – May 6, 2022, solicited one response.
Workshop attendees were invited to interact with boards that highlighted the 2015
Comprehensive Plan’s goals, assessed progress, and suggested an array of solutions
(both new and old) that the City may want to consider. Attendees were asked to provide
their feedback by ‘grading’ the solutions with a green (in favor of), yellow (neutral to), or
red (disagree with) sticker. In addition, participants were prompted to answer the
question, what’s missing? This format built a foundation for participants to understand
an issue, consider some solutions, and holistically assess other options the City,
Planning Commission, or consultants may not have considered.
After participants worked through five stations focused on the Policy Areas, they were
also invited to leave any additional comments regarding topics that were not specifically
addressed.

1. Utilities
The Utilities station asked for feedback on eight possible green infrastructure and
alternative energy solutions, the results are included in a chart below:
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In response to the question, “What’s Missing?” the City received 21 comments, the one
most repeated concerned acquiring more open space. Other comments concerned the
need for greater coordination between the City and BPW, as well as Sussex County.
Other comments suggested that the City could empower residents to garden and
compost through education initiatives. Some comments addressed renewable energy
including suggestions to limit solar panels in the historic districts, to consider a solar
field instead of individual roof-top installations, and a desire not to see offshore wind
farms.

2. Historical and Cultural Resources
The Historic & Cultural Resources station asked for feedback on four possible solutions
the results are included in a chart below:
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In response to the question, “What’s Missing?” the City received 17 comments. Some
comments at this station suggested the City balance out the Historic Preservation
Architectural Review Commission (HPARC) members to include individuals of varied
expertise and backgrounds to ensure that members are not biased. Similar comments
suggested a need for less developer influence on city committees, or that no developers
should be allowed on the HPARC committee. One resident suggested there were too
many developer loopholes in current guidelines. Another suggested that HPARC
reviews should focus more on “big picture” of what structures look like from public
views, less on micromanaging how owners/architectures get there.
Feedback on expanding the historic district around the beach was mixed, many
suggested that they needed more information on the topic or the City should consider
more guidelines around what can be done to maintain integrity of the beach area.
Considered by many a cultural resource, several residents agreed with one suggestion
to leave or create more natural open space for wildlife.
Attending staff were also asked, “What qualifies a building as historic?”

3. Environmental Resources
The Environmental Resources station asked for feedback on four possible solutions, the
results are included in a chart below:
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In response to the question, “What’s Missing?” the City received 18 comments, most of
them fell into four categories: open space, regulations and stormwater management,
tree protection ordinance, and education.
First, comments regarding Open Space, included: Protect and purchase open areas
(i.e. 4th street); Protect open spaces for wildlife; Keep marshlands around wastewater
treatment plant as open space; and Create more open space for community purpose.
Second, comments regarding regulations and Stormwater Management, included
suggestions to: Protect wellhead and recharge areas (not just the well fields); Further
floodplain regulations to better protect environment and natural resources; Connect all
septic systems in Canary Creek watershed and/or Lewes WHPA into Lewes BPW – no
more septics!; Stronger stormwater management
Third, comments regarding a Tree Protection Ordinance, included: Be realistic and
moderate for implementation; Include reforestation requirements to protect original
habitat; Increase controls over tree coverage remaining on new construction
And finally, comments regarding education suggested that the City needs more
engagement opportunities to instill a proper understanding of connection between
ground and surface water, wellhead protection area (WHPA), stormwater, of water
table.

4. Housing
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The Housing station asked for feedback on four possible solutions, the results are
included in a chart below:
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In response to the question, “What’s Missing?” the City received 19 comments on
housing concepts. Two areas received extra attention: limitations on accessory dwelling
units (ADUs) and options for housing set-asides
Several residents indicated accessory housing or ADUs should be for year-round or
long-term rentals, specifically asking for no Airbnb or VRBO type housing to be allowed;
some suggested that ADUs be used for family, caregivers or short-term employment
(such as Beebe hospital interns, travelling nurses, or summer restaurant workers.)
Many residents indicated options for housing set-asides were important and suggested
looking into a land trust owning a percentage of homes, and positive examples of setasides being successful in places like Montgomery County, Maryland and California
(where a special tax district called Mello Roos is used to finance infrastructure.)

5. Annexation
The Annexation station asked for feedback prioritizing four possible annexation
scenarios, the results are included in a chart below:
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In response to the question, “What’s Missing?” the City received 11 comments. From
those comments, the desire for additional open space and to annex areas to stop overdevelopment was repeated multiple times.
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C. Updates to Community Profile
The City of Lewes enjoys a rich history, a small town ambiance, and beautiful beaches
and marshes. This comprehensive plan addendum re-establishes land use policies and
provides recommendations intended to preserve and maintain Lewes’s charm, fiscal
health, and way of life now and in the future.
Population: In 2020, according to U.S. Census data, there were 3,303 persons living
within the municipal boundaries of the City of Lewes. The total population for Sussex
County in 2020 was 237,378 and 989,948 for the State of Delaware. Compared with the
population in 2010, as shown in Table 1, there was an increase of 17% percent in
Lewes, while Sussex County and the State of Delaware were both growing at 17%
percent and 9% percent, respectively.
Table 1. Population Trends

Delaware
Sussex
County
Lewes

2000

2010

2020

% change 2010-2020

783,600

897,934

989,948

9%

156,638

197,145

237,378

17%

2,932

2,747

3,303

17%

Source U.S. Census 2000-2020

Racial Composition: Lewes has become less racially diverse since 2010 going from
13% minority in 2010 to 10% in 2020. Both Sussex County and Delaware have
experienced increases in their minority populations as indicated in Table 2.
Table 2. 2010 and 2020 Racial Characteristics of Lewes, Sussex County and
Delaware

Delaware
Sussex
County
Lewes

white
75%

2010
black
19%

white
55%

2020
black
20%

other
6%

other
25%

80%

15%

5%

74%

11%

15%

87%

10%

3%

90%

5%

5%

Source: U.S. Census 2010 and 2020

Age Profile: As Table 3 shows, while the residents of all three jurisdictions are aging,
according to almost every measure, the population of Lewes is aging at a faster rate than
the other jurisdictions and its household size continues to rise.
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Table 3. Profile of Age Demographics: Delaware, Sussex County and Lewes
Delaware
2010
2020
Pop 17 and
younger
Pop 65 and older
Median Age

Sussex County
2010
2020

Lewes
2010
2020

22.9%

26.8%

20.5%

23.6%

8.3%

7.5%

14.4%
39

18.8%
41

20.8%
45

27.9%
45

43.6%
63

53.9%
66

448,735

77,995
25.4%

142,280

1,392
10.7%

3,085

Total Households
340,308
Households with
32%
children under 18*
Householder 65 or
10.6%
older living alone*
Average Household
2.62
size

15.3%
3.11

2.57

36.9%
2.86

1.86

2.25

Source: U.S. Census 2010 and 2020.
*Data not yet released for the 2020 Census

Education Profile: Comparing education levels of Lewes’s population shows a few unique
aspects of the City’s residents. According to the 2020 Census, 92.3% of Lewes residents
over 25 years of age were high school graduates. By comparison, 89% of Sussex County
residents and 89.6% of Delaware residents reported that they had received a high school
diploma. Further, 52.3% of Lewes residents had earned a bachelor’s degree or higher
compared to 29.4% for Sussex County and 32.7% for the entire state. When comparing with
the Census 2010 information, it illustrates that Lewes’s population continues to be more
highly educated than that of the surrounding county and the state.
Income Profile: Table 4 contains income information for Lewes, Sussex County, and
Delaware, indicating that Lewes’s median household income in 2010 was higher than for
Sussex County, and for the state. Likewise, the percentage of households receiving social
security and retirement income was significantly higher in Lewes than in Sussex County or
Delaware.
Poverty: While the great majority of Lewes residents do not live below the poverty level, the
City of Lewes has a lower poverty level of 5.1% than Sussex County, poverty percentage of
11.7% and the State of Delaware which has 11.4% of its population living in poverty.
Table 4. Selected Income Data for Lewes, Sussex County and Delaware, 2020
Delaware

Sussex County

Lewes

Median household income

$69,110

$49,471

$72,609

Households with public
assistance income

2.6%

2.5%

0.5%

Mean public assistance income

$3,079

$3,417

NA
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Individuals 17 and under below
the poverty level

17.4%

28.6%

29.2%

Individuals 18 to 64 below the
poverty level

11.1%

11.9%

7.3%

Individuals 65 and older below
the poverty level

7.4%

7.5%

1.5%

Source: U.S. Census 2020

Density: The U.S. Census bureau calculates population density as the number of persons per
square mile within a given area. According to the 2020 U.S. Census, the City of Lewes has a
population of 3,303. Based on data pulled from Delaware’s First Map (the State’s GIS
Consortium) the City is comprised of 2,969.4 acres; however 414.7 acres of that are made up
of major water bodies, including the Lewes and Rehoboth Canal, White’s Pond, and the
Delaware Bay. The City of Lewes has 2,554.7 acres, or 3.99 square miles, of habitable land.
Therefore, the City of Lewes has a population density of approximately 827.82 people per
square mile.
Tree Canopy and Open Space: Based on data pulled from Delaware’s First Map, the City’s
tree canopy covers 34.2% of the City. Based on the City’s current zoning map, there are
2969.4 acres within City boundaries; 1494.7 acres, or 50.4% of the total area, are classified as
Open Space. However, as previously identified, 414.7 acres are major water bodies. Without
including water, 1080 acres, or approximately 36.4% of the total area, are classified as Open
Space.
Future Housing Needs: The City continues to have a need for affordable housing. In 2018,
the City started tackling its need for affordable housing with discussions centered on ‘workforce
housing.’ City Council held a workshop December 11, 2018, with officials from the Delaware
State Housing Authority, Diamond State Community Land Trust, and developer Preston Schell
to discuss strategies to achieve workforce housing in Lewes. Schell is currently building a 175unit senior-living facility fronting on Kings Highway near the City’s borders, called the Lodge at
Historic Lewes, and a 140-unit workforce housing project, named Dutchman’s Harvest,
adjacent to it, fronting on Savannah Road. The units in Dutchman’s Harvest are restricted to
those working full-time within Sussex County – at least one member of each purchasing
household must work an average of 30 hours or more per week on an annual basis within
Sussex County. Ninety-eight of the units will be offered without income qualification and up to
42 of the units will be sold at a discount to the cost of construction by Diamond State
Community Land Trust to income qualified households making 80% of area median income or
less. Pricing of units is not finalized; however, it’s anticipated units will range from the mid$100’s for the smallest income-qualified unit to the low $300’s for the largest, three-bedroom
unqualified unit.
Over the past few years, several states have implemented zoning reform efforts to promote
housing affordability, diversity, and density through a concept called ‘missing middle housing.’
Missing middle housing is a range of house-scale buildings with multiple units—compatible in
scale and form with detached single-family homes—located in a walkable neighborhood. These
building types, such as duplexes, fourplexes, cottage courts, and courtyard buildings, provide
diverse housing options and support locally-serving retail and public transportation options.
They are referred to as “missing” because in many areas they have typically been illegal to
build since the mid-1940s and “middle” because they sit in the middle of a spectrum between
13

detached single-family homes and mid-rise to high-rise apartment buildings, in terms of form
and scale, as well as number of units and often, affordability. The City of Eugene, Oregon
spent over two years developing a guide for missing middle housing that outlines policies,
standards, code updates, and incentives to implement their strategy. Resources on their
process can be accessed at Eugene-OR.gov/middlehousing.
Population and Aging: Implications for the Future: As the population of Lewes continues to
age, more residents will need alternative housing options. The AARP Livability Index gives
Lewes a 56/100 for housing. According to their website, “Housing is measured by metrics and
policies that promote affordability, availability, and accessibility.” Their metrics include: zerostep entrances, availability of multi-family housing, housing costs, housing cost burden, and
availability of subsidized housing. AARP suggests some solutions or ways to increase the
Livability Index is to pass local inclusive design laws, institute a local housing trust fund, enable
manufactured housing protections, support accessory dwelling units, and create an age-friendly
community plan. The Institute for Public Administration (IPA) also offers a number of resources
for planning for an aging friendly community. “Aging-friendly” communities are communities that
provide affordable, accessible housing, multiple modes of transportation, access to community
services, and opportunities for engagement for all residents, regardless of age or ability.
A local government comprehensive plan can provide a framework for growth and development
that supports “lifecycle communities.” AARP defines these as “communities that are sufficiently
flexible in physical infrastructure and service and social resources to accommodate the
changing needs of all residents as they age.
Multigenerational planning practices and zoning ordinances that allow for a variety of housing
types, market segments, and mixed uses can make communities more livable for people of all
ages and abilities. Municipal zoning ordinances should allow for a diverse housing stock that
provide a wide variety of housing types, sizes, densities, and costs. The American Planning
Association (APA) recommends that communities can adopt zoning ordinances, form-based
codes, and policies that support mixed-use development and provide for residential living
options that are in proximity to services for daily living. APA encourages planners to incorporate
community design that improves the accessibility and mobility of people of all ages—including
older adults that may have mobility challenges as they age. Communities should provide a
regulatory framework that is based on community engagement and sufficiently flexible to
accommodate the changing social service, health care, daily living, and transportation needs of
all residents as they age, lose their ability to drive, or become less mobile.
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D. Updates to Policy Areas
1. Utilities Plan
Current Position on Key Infrastructure Issues: Lewes continues to work with the
Board of Public Works to provide adequate infrastructure to residents and to the
proposed annexation area.
Current Policy for Adequate Water and Waste Water Systems: Lewes will continue
to work with the Board of Public Works to provide adequate facilities to residents and
the proposed annexation area and will seek to protect its wellfield. Only the Board of
Public Works can implement recommendations related to electricity, stormwater
management, drinking water, and wastewater in Lewes.
Considerations for 2022 Updates: The Lewes Board of Public Works (BPW) was
established in 1901 by a charter separate from the Lewes charter and most recently
updated in 2010, 2015 and 2021. The BPW is responsible for developing and
maintaining mostly underground infrastructure, including electric, stormwater
management, drinking water, and wastewater treatment. There are five publicly elected
Board members, with officers elected annually by the Board including a President, Vice
President, Secretary, Treasurer, and Assistant Treasurer. The Mayor serves in an exofficio capacity. The BPW also has an ex-officio position on the LPC.
The BPW employs 18 full-time and two part-time employees and has a budget of
approximately $17.7 million. The BPW reviews proposed development plans for utility
issues, and collects impact fees for sewer, water and electricity. Impact fees can only be
used for capital improvements; increased capacity of assets, or debt on capital
improvements, rather than operational or maintenance costs. In 2021 the BPW
amended its charter to require BPW to get mayor and city council consent before
expanding utility service to any territory outside city limits. With this charter update, the
BPW also gained the power to sue and be sued, with the caveat that it cannot sue or be
sued by the City of Lewes for at least five years.
For this addendum the BPW provided estimates on current utility distribution/capacity:




Electricity distribution- approximately 65%; 35% available capacity
Drinking water- Off season flow estimate is about 1.1 mgd and peak summer flow
is about 2.1 mgd
Wastewater- Average daily flow is 1.0-1.1mgd. That includes Sussex County
flow, per the Flow Agreement between Lewes BPW and Sussex County which
has seasonal limitations.

In November 2013, the BPW opened a new water treatment plant located at the
wellfield on Kings Highway and decommissioned the old treatment plant at the Schley
Avenue site. It is anticipated that this new plant will serve the City’s water treatment
needs for the foreseeable future as the BPW is constantly updating and renewing
equipment, consistently extending out the lifetime of the equipment at the water
treatment plant.
The City will continue working with BPW while also exploring ways to incentivize and
encourage the use of green infrastructure and alternative energy sources in the City. In
2018 the City of Lewes joined Delaware’s other coastal communities and DNREC to
conduct a comprehensive assessment of impervious surface coverage and communityspecific strategies for reducing existing and future impervious surface coverage and
increase stormwater infiltration. The study included the development of a guidebook
(https://documents.dnrec.delaware.gov/coastal/Documents/ResilientCommunityPartners
hip/Coastal%20Municipalities%20Impervious%20Surface%20Coverage%20Report.pdf)
with Best Management Practices (BMPs) that are appropriate for both individual
residents and large scale development. A Best Management Practice or BMP is a
technique or device that captures or treats stormwater runoff. Stormwater refers to the
rainwater that flows off of different surfaces after it falls to the ground. DNREC’s Division
of Climate, Coastal and Energy also provides an introduction to green infrastructure
projects and their benefits, as well as links to several resources:
https://dnrec.alpha.delaware.gov/climate-coastal-energy/sustainablecommunities/green-infrastructure/. BMPs and Green Infrastructure can:











Provide flood retention during high tides or heavy rainfall events
Filter pollutants out of water and air
Moderate high temperatures by shading buildings and waterways
Provide and protect new and existing habitats through the planting of native
flowers, trees, and shrubs
Provide for infiltration of water into soil, replenishing groundwater
Capture carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and store it in plant tissues and soil,
which helps to reduce greenhouse gas emissions to the atmosphere
Increase public health by filtering out dust, soot, and particulate matter for
cleaner air
Add aesthetic value to storefronts and public spaces, encouraging business and
visitors
Proactive approach to preventing storm damage, saving communities money
Save individuals and families money by reducing monthly household water costs

2022 Recommendations:
1. Explore defining pervious pavement and researching best practices to encourage
the use pervious pavement in appropriate ways and locations.
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2. Consider identifying which Best Management Practices and/or alternative energy
resources should be encouraged, required, and/or incentivized on all types of
property within the City.
3. Work with the BPW to provide the public with regular capacity updates.
4. Assess the potential for rising sea level to degrade drinking water at City
wellfields and consider working with partners to develop appropriate contingency
plans.

2. Historic and Cultural Resources Plan
Current Policy for Protection of Historic and Cultural Resources: Lewes values its
historic resources and will continue to protect them through enforcement of relevant
codes and supporting guidelines.
Considerations for 2022 Updates: The 2015 Comprehensive Plan recommended the
Mayor and Council review the functions and role of all City boards and commissions.
This has occurred and resulted in the formation of the Historic Preservation and
Architectural Review Commission (HPARC) in May 2019. The goal of the HPARC is to
encourage historical preservation, without discouraging creativity or growth, in keeping
with the City's Core Values. Approval by the HPARC is required for, but not limited to,
any work that alters the exterior facade of a structure visible from the public right of way.
The City of Lewes HPC User Guide for Home Renovation & Construction in the Historic
District is available to help with this process. Completing a Building Permit Application
(Renovation/Addition/Demolition) triggers the review process if your property is within
the Historic District. All meetings of the HPARC are open to the public and decisions are
based on the plans and on the information presented by the applicant and/or
representative, along with a discussion with the Commission.
The Planning Commission took this review process as an opportunity to explore other
recommendations that will continue to protect Lewes’ historic and cultural resources.
2022 Recommendations:
1. Explore defining and codifying ‘at-risk’ buildings. LPC will also consider
developing a standard for identifying and prioritizing these ‘at-risk’ buildings.
2. Consider what Subdivision and Zoning Code changes may be necessary and
appropriate to require Archaeological Investigations for New Development within
the City. This will include recommendations for what size development should
trigger this requirement and different strategies for accommodating exemptions
or variances.
3. Exploring the feasibility of expanding the historic district boundaries where
appropriate.
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3. Environmental Resources Plan
Current Policy for Protection of Environmentally Sensitive Areas: Lewes is very
concerned about the health of the surrounding environmentally sensitive areas. Lewes
strongly supports federal, state, and county efforts to protect these lands through
acquisition, easements, regulations, and improved development rules. Lewes is working
within its limited resources and authorities to consider, adopt, and implement, as
feasible, plans, processes, and projects to mitigate the effects of flooding.
Considerations for 2022 Updates: Lewes residents continue to be concerned about
the community’s environmental assets, as well as issues associated with flooding. The
City has taken some steps to educate residents and engage experts through initiatives
like the 2019 and 2020 Water Workshops, City of Lewes Flood Study (concerning
flooding effects from Canary Creek development), and the West Cedar Street Flood
Mitigation Planning Study, but many residents still feel like more could be done.
Following Sussex County, the City also established 50 foot wetland buffers around all
wetlands in the City (see City Code §197-74 for additional details.)
The City’s Planning & Development website provides several links to informational
reports:








2011 Hazard Mitigation and Climate Adaption Action Plan:
https://www.ci.lewes.de.us/DocumentCenter/View/1849/Lewes_Hazard_Mitigatio
n_and_CLimate_Adaptation_Action_Plan_FinalDraft_8-2011
2013 Quinn Report:
https://www.ci.lewes.de.us/DocumentCenter/View/1985/LEWES-DE_-Evaluationof-Existing-Rules-Codes-Documents-and-Plans
2016 Evacuation Route & Critical Infrastructure Vulnerability Study:
https://www.ci.lewes.de.us/DocumentCenter/View/2090/Evacuation-Route-andCritical-Infrastucture-Vulneraility-Study-March-2016
2019 Flood Study: https://www.ci.lewes.de.us/DocumentCenter/View/1690/Cityof-Lewes-Flood-Study-06-17-2019

Each of these studies recommend or take into consideration Sea Level Rise for
planning scenarios. The City should continue this practice when assessing and planning
for local critical infrastructure. The 2016 Vulnerability Study recommends using a 25year time frame from capital project planning and a 40-year time frame for land-use
planning. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration maintains up to date
Sea Level Rise projections.
It was clear from the public feedback received during this process that many residents
are in favor of limiting what can be done within City floodplains. Prior to taking those
important steps and amending the City’s Zoning and Subdivision codes, thorough
research should be conducted on best practices and the implications of such limitations.
Sea level rise should be considered during research and in education/outreach efforts
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as well. The City should continue to partner with Delaware Sea Grant for educational
initiatives, outreach, and resiliency planning.
2022 Recommendations:
1. Explore investigating what types of construction or land management are
appropriate within City floodplains.
2. Identify actions to reduce National Flood Insurance Program premiums for Lewes
homeowners through adopting measures to improve flood management under
the FEMA Community Rating System.
3. Explore options for protections of the trees and consider support of tree planting
and maintenance of an adequate tree canopy.
4. Engage the community in education and discussions on identifying appropriate
strategies to further floodplain regulation.
5. Explore options for the creation of additional public Open Space in the City, and
the preservation of existing public Open Space, including revisions to the
Subdivision and Zoning codes in ways that support the creation and/or
preservation of additional public Open Space.
6. Explore the implementation of the Executive Committee’s resiliency
recommendations.
7. Investigate an adequate public facilities ordinance or other methods to provide
City funds for Open Space.
8. Consider identifying which Best Management Practices should be encouraged,
required, and/or incentivized on all types of property within the City.
9. Consider assessing potential of rising sea level to create daily flooding in Lewes.

4. Housing Plan
Current Position on Housing Growth: Lewes recognizes the importance of affordable
housing within the greater Lewes area. As a nearly built-out coastal community, Lewes's
ability to address affordable housing issues on its own is limited but [it] is willing,
especially in conjunction with redevelopment or annexation proposals, to explore
opportunities to meet resident’s housing needs that are consistent with defined
Comprehensive Plan policies and other defined City priorities.
Current Policy for Affordable Housing: Lewes recognizes the need for the
development of additional affordable/workforce housing in the greater Lewes area and
will consider opportunities consistent with defined City policies to work as an effective
partner on behalf of current and future residents.
Considerations for 2022 Updates: The 2015 Plan recommended that the City work to
preserve existing affordable housing within the city limits; and the city and county should
work together to assure affordable housing is available within the greater Lewes area.
While these recommendations are still applicable, the recommendations developed in
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this process give more direction to the City and offer solutions that would preserve the
existing stock and allow for additional affordable housing offerings.
When it comes to housing, several residents noted concerns of over-development and
fear that Lewes may lose its charm. There is a desire to limit sprawl and short-term
rental options like Airbnb or VRBO. There is also a desire to improve affordable housing
offerings within City limits.
Recommendations were considered that could help improve affordable housing
offerings within the City, while also maintaining Lewes’ charm that attracts so many
people to move there in the first place.
2022 Recommendations:
1. Explore researching the feasibility of expanding Live-Work (ex. residential above
commercial and other options) Opportunities into additional zoning districts. LPC
will also review pertinent examples of this from neighboring communities to
assess best practices and determine appropriate regulations.
2. Consider investigating options for the City to update its Code to require a
diversity of housing unit types for new developments. This will include
recommendations for what size development should trigger this requirement and
different strategies for accommodating ‘missing middle’ housing solutions.
3. Consider options to require new developments to contribute to an affordable
housing set-aside. This will include exploring the pros and cons of different
affordable housing strategies such as the ‘set-aside’ of individual units within a
development, a financial City ran fund to purchase property, options for adequate
public facilities and other best practices with State and local partners.
4. Research defining and the feasibility of allowing Accessory Dwelling Units
(ADUs.)

5. Annexation Plan
Current Policy for Annexation: Lewes is interested in expanding its boundaries in
order to have more control over surrounding development and to protect its wellfield.
Considerations for 2022 Updates: This policy is still very true for Lewes. During the
public outreach period, there was a special interest in especially annexing potential
open space for the City, creating a possible greenbelt around Lewes. Since the last
Comprehensive Plan was adopted, the City has began on efforts to review the City’s
Annexation Zones via the City Annexation Regulation Review Ad-Hoc Committee. Their
goal is to implement updates to the zoning code that will allow for flexible design that
mimics Traditional Neighborhood Design elements, while preserving Lewes’ important
natural resources and green space. The City should focus on efforts to approach and
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incentivize homeowners with inholdings/enclaves1 to annex into the City of Lewes
through tax abatement, fee reductions, or streamlining processes.
2022 Recommendations:
1. Consider working with City offices and partners to develop appropriate incentives
to encourage the annexation of the following areas:
a. Great Marsh – UD Vicinity
b. Enclaves
c. City Wellfields

ArcGIS, an industry accepted mapping platform, defines an enclave as a territory that is completely
surrounded by another territory on all sides. In this case, we are referring to properties not belonging to
the City, but completely surrounded by City property on all sides.
1
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E. Implementation
The recommendations included in this document are not final and all encompassing.
Lewes Mayor and City Council should work closely with the City Solicitor, the Municipal
Planning and Development Officer, the City Manager, and others as appropriate to
revise the subdivision and zoning codes and city ordinances to provide maximum
flexibility to MCC to adaptively manage and make decisions that align with the city's
core values and priorities, and that enable Lewes Mayor and City Council to deny
permits and approvals that are at odds with these values and priorities. Lewes Mayor
and City Council should undertake an aggressive approach to adaptively managing
development proposals in a way that promotes the City’s core values while also
observing the rights that inure to the benefit of property owners. Adaptive management,
often defined as “an intentional approach to making decisions and adjustments in
response to new information" enables Lewes Mayor and City Council to take account of
recent developments such as updated data on the impacts of sea level rise and storm
surge, threats to drinking water supplies, development impacts from neighboring
jurisdictions, etc..
The City of Lewes will be responsible for developing and adopting the next
Comprehensive Plan by 2027.
Over the next five years, the City will research and explore the recommendations cited
in this document under each Policy Area. Once the recommendations have been
adequately researched the City will develop specific strategies for implementing each
recommendation and appropriate assessment measures to determine implementation
success.
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Appendix A – Public Comments
1. Utilities
The Utilities station asked for feedback on 8 possible green infrastructure and
alternative energy solutions:
1. Resident Rain-Barrel Program
Feedback on this issue was mixed.
Green dots – 12
Yellow dots - 5
Red dots – 6
2. Tree Planting
Feedback on this issue was positive.
Green dots – 34
Yellow dots - 1
Red dots - 0
3. Acquire additional public open space
Feedback on this issue was very positive.
Green dots – 45
Yellow dots - 0
Red dots - 0
4. Conservation gardening education and engagement
Feedback on this issue was positive.
Green dots – 18
Yellow dots - 2
Red dots - 1
5. Pervious pavement
Feedback on this issue was mixed.
Green dots – 34
Yellow dots – 2
Red dots – 0
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6. Electric vehicle charging facilities
Feedback on this issue was mixed.
Green dots – 10
Yellow dots - 6
Red dots - 3
7. Solar power
Feedback on this issue was generally positive.
Green dots – 26
Yellow dots - 3
Red dots - 4
8. Wind Energy
Feedback on this issue was generally positive.
Green dots – 23
Yellow dots - 1
Red dots - 8
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Utilities Comments:
1. City composting instead of hauling away
2. City/BPW should consider a solar field rather than encouraging individual rooftop installations
3. Discussion about affordable rent? Rent control?
4. No more BPW vs. City! MERGE! (one ‘yes!’ in agreement; one green sticker)
5. No solar panels in historic district
6. Require new construction/renovation to have solar, geothermal, etc., better
insulation, rain gardens, run-off ponds, permeable pavers
7. Solar panels and wind farms need a lot of land to produce power and justify
ugliness and expense.
8. No offshore wind farms
9. Historic architecture review board should consist of elected members or
acquisition of membership should be more transparent
10. BPW
11. Value and protect all/most mature trees in City. We need a real tree commission.
12. The services can’t keep up with growth – limit new construction – medical
systems especially can’t keep up.
13. Educate and encourage and empower people to garden and activities like
composting – the many benefits; composting and gardens in city limits
14. Critical to protect Great Marsh Park and Natural state
15. Request for input on DelDOT decision to put 5 roundabouts in a one-mile strip
16. More effective communication with public about water quality. We often have
tan/tinted water that may not be rust.
17. Green space is our greatest resources – look to park City as reference.
18. Pollinator gardening
19. Acquire open space!
20. Greater coordination with other entities (Sussex County i.e.) for development
over wellheads and wellfields.
21. Attending staff received some negative feedback on wind energy, but that all
seemed to be focused against offshore wind energy. (some confusion there)
“Nature is our best hope” – Dr. Tallemey, UD
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2. Historical and Cultural Resources
The Historic & Cultural Resources station asked for feedback on 4 possible
solutions:
1. Identify and prioritize ‘at-risk’ buildings
Feedback on this issue was positive.
Green dots – 28
Yellow dots - 7
Red dots – 0
2. Require Archaeological Investigation for New Development
Feedback on this issue was positive.
Green dots – 36
Yellow dots - 4
Red dots - 0
3. Current regulations on historic properties are sufficient
Feedback on this issue was mixed.
Green dots – 7
Yellow dots - 19
Red dots - 6
4. Expansion of historic district within R-3 (residential beach) zone
Feedback on this issue was mixed.
Green dots – 11
Yellow dots - 14
Red dots - 11
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Historic and Cultural Resources Comments:
1. Limit new construction
2. Protect Great Marsh and park
3. Balance out committees (HPARC) with individuals of different expertise and
backgrounds; make sure not biased/investment interests
4. Consider more guidelines around what can be done to maintain integrity of beach
area
5. Leave more open space natural for wildlife (7 green stickers in agreement)
6. Entire City Limits need architecture review
7. Tearing down school instead of renovating is not good
8. Less developer influence [on city committees] (2 green stickers in agreement)
9. Strengthen requirements for actual preservation
10. Developer loopholes – there are [too many] ways to get around requirements (1
green sticker in agreement)
11. No developers should be allowed on HPARC committee (1 green sticker in
agreement)
12. Who should be on HPARC – no developers or real estate agents (2 green
stickers and one yellow)
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13. Leave/create more open space
14. HPARC regs should focus more on “big picture” of what structures look like from
public views, less on micromanaging how owners/architectures get there
15. “at-risk” should include commercial
16. More protection for archeological area. Require investigation before development
(1 green sticker)
17. Discussion about affordable rent; rent control? (1 green sticker)
Attending staff also received questions about ‘what qualifies a building as historic’ and
‘what does it mean to expand the historic district in Lewes beach?’
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3. Environmental Resources
The Environmental Resources station asked for feedback on 4 possible solutions:
2. Annex City Wellfields
Feedback on this issue was positive.
Green dots – 34
Yellow dots - 1
Red dots – 0

3. Prohibit construction within City floodplains
Feedback on this issue was positive.
Green dots – 34
Yellow dots - 6
Red dots - 2
4. Adopt a tree protection ordinance
Feedback on this issue was positive.
Green dots – 36
Yellow dots - 6
Red dots - 0
5. Further floodplain regulation
Feedback on this issue was positive.
Green dots – 42
Yellow dots - 1
Red dots - 1
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Environmental Resources Comments:
1. Stronger stormwater management
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Protect and purchase open areas (i.e. 4th street)
Protect wellhead and recharge areas (not just the well fields)
Protect open spaces for wildlife (3 green stickers)
Further floodplain regulations to better protect environment and natural resources
Tree ordinance should be realistic and moderate for implementation.
Tree ordinance should include reforestation requirements to protect original
habitat.
8. Keep marshlands around wastewater treatment plant as open space.
9. A proper understanding of connection between ground and surface water, WHPA
[wellhead protection area], stormwater, etc.
10. Don’t build within 5 feet of water table.
11. Increase controls over tree coverage remaining on new construction (green dot)
12. Protect water! Groundwater, pollution and wellheads.
13. In view of over-development, do everything to preserve environment wells, trees,
Canary Creek, etc..
14. Protect City’s natural trees with tree ordinance for public and private property
15. Create more open space for community purpose
16. Connect all septic systems in Canary Creek watershed and/or Lewes WHPA into
Lewes BPW – no more septics!
17. Adopt a tree yes – no signs of recognition
18. A copy of NOAA’s flooding days projection tool was also left with a highlight of
flooding days in Lewes in 2040 (projects between approx. 75-150 days a year.)
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Attending staff noted questions about:



Tree protection measures – would they apply to public spaces and/or private
properties?
Floodplains – Where the floodplain is located? What parts of the City are not in
the floodplain? Is the reference to the 100-year or 500-year floodplain? What
regulations are already in place?

4. Housing
The Housing station asked for feedback on 4 possible solutions:
1. Allow Accessory Dwelling Units
Feedback on this issue was mixed.
Green dots – 16
Yellow dots - 6
Red dots – 18
In conversation – several concerns were noted about ADUs being used for short-
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term (Airbnb type) housing.
2. Expand Live-Work (residential above commercial) Opportunities
Feedback on this issue was generally positive.
Green dots – 34
Yellow dots - 6
Red dots - 2
3. Require Diversity of Housing Units for New Developments
Feedback on this issue was generally positive.
Green dots – 28
Yellow dots - 3
Red dots - 6
4. Require New Developments to Contribute to Affordable Housing Set-Aside
Feedback on this issue was generally positive.
Green dots – 31
Yellow dots - 5
Red dots - 8
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Housing Comments:
1. Accessory housing should be year-round [or long-term] rentals (no Airbnb)
2. Decrease exclusionary zoning (example: Montgomery County, MD requires 15%
of units set aside below market value for sale or rent)
3. “Teeth” to ensure plan is adhered to with all Lewes decisions
4. Change business district code to prohibit real estate offices (8 is too much
wasted retail/residential space)
5. We need affordable housing options to rent or buy within Lewes area; workforce
housing (1 green sticker in agreement)
6. Every community – urban, suburban and rural – faces an affordable housing
problem today. The only solution I’ve seen work in smaller towns is a
commitment to public investment in rental housing so that the town can control
the outcomes – not private investors, developers, landlords, second
homeowners, etc..
7. What is affordable housing?
8. Same property taxes? Same address? Same deed? Limitations? [assumed in
reference to ADUs]
9. No rent control! Been there done that in DC. (one red sticker)
10. Discussion of affordable rent? Rent control?
11. Accessory Dwelling Units for family, caregivers, or short-term employment
(Beebe interns, travelling nurses, summer restaurant workers)
12. Safe connected networks that provide modal choice for travelers of all ages and
abilities
13. Allow Accessory Dwelling with limitation of 6 months – year round rentals; not
VRBO/Airbnbs.
14. Historic Lewes limit short-term rentals/Airbnbs by any means possible – they are
killing the historic district
15. Accessory units for family only – no rentals
16. Connectivity between neighborhoods, preferably streets not just paths
17. Look into land trust owning a percentage of homes
18. Look into Mello Roos [CA special tax district to finance infrastructure]
19. Property line setback [illegible words] of proposed building
Only one online survey was submitted, it included votes for only the housing section and
has been folded into the results above.

5. Annexation
The Annexation station asked for feedback prioritizing 4 possible annexation
scenarios:
4. Properties between Kings Highway and Savannah Road
Feedback on this issue was generally positive.
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Green dots – 17
Yellow dots - 5
Red dots – 3
5. New Road Corridor
Feedback on this issue was mixed, slightly negative.
Green dots – 13
Yellow dots - 3
Red dots - 16
6. Great Marsh – UD Vicinity
Feedback on this issue was positive.
Green dots – 36
Yellow dots - 2
Red dots - 1
7. Enclaves
Feedback on this issue was positive.
Green dots – 31
Yellow dots - 1
Red dots - 2
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Annexation Comments:
1. Caution annex. Of existing suburbs outside existing City limits – dilution of Lewes
priorities, values, historic district, limitations, etc. Annex open spaces. (one green
dot)
2. Yes I second this! (in reference to comment #1)
3. Annex open spaces! And preserve open. (one green dot in agreement)
4. Annexation to protect our borders and adjacent lands. (one green dot)
5. Decrease car dependency. Increase walkability. Allow space for travel safely via
method that isn’t by car. Complete Streets. (one green dot)
6. The City needs to annex open space, forested areas adjacent parcels to curtail
development.
7. Please do not develop Great Marsh. Keep it waking paths, etc..
8. Annex Great Marsh & UD but only if as open space, green space.
9. Please keep as much open space as possible and try to stop the out of control
building that is happening on New Road.
10. Would annexation by the City lead to increased control over commercial and
residential construction? Info we need to promote annexation.
11. Annex up to Cape HS where our wellfields are for protection of natural resources.
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6. Additional Comments
Thirty-three (33) additional comment cards were received, some cards include more
than one comment.
General Comments:
1. Is it possible to increase size of bike/walking paths? Can we have bike only times
for aggressive bikers? Can we put affordable housing further out that is on a bus
line? Growth is inevitable – intelligent planning, sensible growth please.
2. How often was Cape Henlopen Park closed last season? Increased growth can
Cape Henlopen handle that growth? other beaches, Parking downtown Lewes,
restaurants, shops, beaches.
3. Roads current capacity, future capacity solutions, have you looked into Mello
Roos program? (See CA)
4. Can we have a just the facts info sheet? How many homes can current electric
gas water sewage handle? Where are we percentage wise? What happens to
percentages when current under construction communities are occupied?
Percentage please.
5. Managing traffic from outside of Lewes is a growing problem. The shuttle will
help, but commercial development should include small retail to facilitate
walking/biking – similar to Lloyd’s on 2nd Street or Dairy Market. We need more
short trip retail – thank you!
6. Annexation & Well-Being – Make Lewes a “Blue Zones” community. Includes
hospitals, schools, businesses, etc. Partner with local organizations like libraries,
-, Beebe, etc. Volunteer experts. Organized walks, bike rides, talks, etc..
7. An important focus needs to be to retain Lewes’ charm and prevent
overdevelopment. The parking plans for the beach area need to ensure people
who own houses there can park in front of them if necessary, i.e., no meters, etc.
8. Please do not make our sweet little town into a New Jersey over-built suburb.
9. It is crucial for the City of Lewes to leave as much open space as possible in
order to save wildlife and all things green.
10. Something should be down to track properties that are Airbnb. And tax them and
disincentivize the use of dwellings as Airbnb/VRBOs. They contribute very little to
the domestic life in Lewes and Beach and detract from real B&Bs and hotels.
11. Where is a plan for rehabbing the land along Bike Path from Library to Gills
Neck? 4 years ago the City removed the historic railroad tracks, with promises to
beautify the pathetic mess that DelDOT has left, after promising it would be
addressed – The City of Lewes has lost interest – so egregiously sad and
irresponsible.
12. In which line item is the budget for city beautification? For 4 years since the City
agreed to have Historic Lewes RR removed – we have waited for the City
(pushing on the State) to rehab and beautify the remaining mess that was left
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behind. No one seems to be moving forward with an improvements plan. So
many possibilities. No action so far. It’s a mess and it could be beautiful.
13. Very disappointed to PW representation. Please have a forum where both
entities are present so we can understand plans to manage growth and priorities.
14. Appreciate being able to provide feedback, but it’s so open-ended. What are
Council’s priorities? Should we have been limited on how many to vote for?
15. Stop allowing building that will affect both tidal and non-tidal wetlands and
stormwater flooding. Greater buffers are needed. Enforce existing rules and
setbacks.
16. Parking at beaches – the square footage of our beaches cannot handle the
number of people coming – even standing.
17. Change General Co zoning that allows about 20 units to the acre. That is too
dense.
18. Stop the sprawl – We are already seeing people move away as well as a slow
down due to affordable housing (not just here but everywhere.)
19. Connection & Well-Being – Provide opportunities for community members to
connect and engage! We need things to do, not just more residential houses.
Include activities throughout the year for the locals. This could be things like ‘firstFridays’ with food trucks, music, tables for people to hang out and meet
neighbors. Could move/rotate locations to engage different “neighborhoods.”
20. Provide dedicated and protected pedestrian and bike paths along Savannah
Road from the bridge to Dairy Queen. This was proposed years ago.
21. I think there should be some discussion of equity – Lewes taxpayers vs. nontaxpayers. [Like] parking and beach permits at no cost to residents, but nonresidents pay.
22. Environmental Impact studies needed for new developments that recognize SeaLevel Rise.
23. Annexation: Caution in bringing in existing suburbs! Different priorities & values.
Different voting block – would they overturn HPC? Won’t support grassroots spirit
(HLFM, Lewes in Bloom, etc.)
24. Legal representation that truly defends the quality and environmental challenges
of the City
25. Need legal counsel from a firm that doesn’t also have developers as clients! (Talk
about conflict of interest!)
26. Where is the fiscal component of the recommendations?
27. Why does the City allow old buildings (e.g., the elementary school, army reserve
bldg., etc.) to be torn down and new buildings/larger ones erected? What about
conservation? Repurposing? Re-using? WASTEFUL!! Lewes Dairy Bldg should
be re-purposed into condos – not torn down!
28. More regulations to control building on wetlands.
29. Enough Development!!
30. Limit development in the City. Provide more low cost housing within the existing
developments.
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31. Lewes branding is diluted by “zip code Lewes.” Rte 24, Five Points, etc. are not
Lewes but developers (r.e., agents) “sell” the entire zip code/unincorporated
Sussex Co. as Lewes. How do we get our hands around this? I’ve met people
who have visited friends “in Lewes” turns out it was ½ way to Millsboro – they
had no idea Lewes had a town or historic area or beach! Some one else didn’t
understand the big deal about Lewes. They’d been to Village of 5 Points and
thought that was our Town!
32. No more real estate offices in Business District! Currently 8 (4 on 2nd street.) How
many more? 10? 12? No quality of life to residents, guests, tourists, or
surrounding neighbors. R.E. offices bring in no foot traffic to our merchants,
restaurants. Get office spaces off ground floor. People don’t come to historic
Lewes for our “quaint” R.E. offices. I’ve observed tourists complaining.
33. To all concerned: As you prepare for you next version of the Comp. Plan I would
like to make several suggestions:
a. It is my understanding that in New Castle County if a request for rezoning fails,
the applicant cannot bring that same project back for a 3 year period, Lewes I
believe has a 1 year delay for resubmittal. I believe there could be some
benefits to the City Government to extend that delay to 3 years as is the case in
New Castle County, (a copy of Some of New Castle County language is
hopefully attached), This many not be all the appropriate language needed, but
it at least gives you an idea of some of the current language in their code.
b. In light of recent legal action taken by a project developer in Lewes following a
rejection of a project, it would seem to me that adding a provision that
stipulated that if a rejected developer sues the City over a turn down on a
project, if, the City can demonstrate they followed their State approved Comp
plan when choosing to reject the project that they may put in a delay of 5-8
years on any further projects being considered by the City commissions or
Council that might be submitted by that developer. If there is currently no legal
protection from the state of Delaware if a city does follow their State approved
plan then it might be a good idea for the Sussex League of Local Governments
to seek some legal protections from their State officials.
c. If a project is submitted to the City that involves any land that is known by the
City to have had significant archaeological or historical activity the City shall
require that comprehensive archaeological study be conducted on the property
in question prior to any earth moving or buildings being removed from the site.
If there are indications of former human remains having been found on the
property then there must be a strongest level of investigation done.
d. [email attachment referencing NCC Zoning Code]
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Appendix B – Intergovernmental Coordination
Placeholder for emails to Rehoboth Beach, Henlopen Acres, and Sussex County
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Rossi Transportation Group, Inc.
8 W. Loockerman Street, Suite 201
Dover, DE 19904

